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On/Off key 
Function display 
Current time indicator field 
Oven Inner Temperature symbol 
Temperature indicator field 
Start/stop cooking key 
Temperature/power setting key 
Booster symbol (rapid preheating) 
Plus key 
Minus key 
Adjustment key 
Return to function display key 

: Cooking time symbol 
: End of cooking time symbol 
: Function number 
: Alarm symbol 
: Clock symbol 
: Key lock symbol 
: Open door warning symbol 
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: Booster symbol (rapid preheating) 
: Meat probe symbol 
: Cooking position symbol 
: Cooking in progress symbol 

Function table: 

Function table indicates the operating functions 
that can be used in the oven and their respective 
maximum and minimum temperatures. 
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Rack positions 
2 Top heater 
3 Grill heater 
4 Turbo heater 
5 Boost fan 
6 Warm keeping 
7 Bottom heating 
8 Microwave symbol 
9 Operating with fan position 
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•r-.;-,··· ... Functions vary depending on the product
�model! 

Oven returns to stand-by display after it is 
switched on and the current time is set. Only the 
current time appears on the display. 



Operating in microwave mode 

1 . Touch CD to switch on the oven. 
2. Initial operation screen appears when the

oven is switched on.

Rack positions 
Microwave symbol 
Function display 
Cooking time field: Indicates the set cooking 
time. 

5 Microwave power/Temperature indicator field 
This screen contains microwave mode with the 
microwave power level, recommended rack 
position and cooking time. 
3. If you want to change the microwave power

level, touch 0C/W once to reach the power
setting display.

W symbol will flash. 

4. Touch ,,,...J....,,, until the desired power level 
appears in the power level field. Touch 
0C/W to set the level when the desired value 
appears on the display. 

5. For cooking duration, touch 0 once. l➔I
symbol will flash as well.

6. Touch ,,,...J....,,, to select the desired cooking
time and confirm the setting with 0. Once
the cooking time is set, l➔I will be displayed
continuously.
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7. If cooking time and power level values are
suitable, touch �Ii to start cooking. Cooking
starts.

mlf the oven door is opened during cooking, 
II appears on the display and microwave 
cooking is cancelled. You must touch Mi 
again to resume cooking after closing the 
oven door. 

» The oven will be operate on the level set, until
the end of the cooking time you selected. The
oven lamp is lit during the cooking process.
8. After the cooking is completed, "End" and

II symbol appear on the display and alarm
signal is heard.

9. To stop the alarm signal, just touch any key.
Operating in combi mode (oven and 

microwave together) 

1 . Touch CD to switch on the oven. 
2. Touch ""'or ....,,, to select the desired com bi 

mode. 

CD 
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3. If you want to change the microwave power
level, touch "C/W once to reach the power
setting display.

W symbol will flash. 
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4. Touch ,,,...J....,,, until the desired power level 
appears in the power level field. Touch 
"C/W to set the level when the desired value 
appears on the display. 

5. If you want to change the temperature in
combi mode, touch "C/W twice to reach the
temperature setting display.

°C symbol will flash. 
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6. Touch ,,,...J....,,, until the desired temperature 
appears in the temperature indicator field. 
Touch "C/W to set the temperature when 
the desired value appears on the display. 



7. For cooking duration, touch 0 once. l➔I
symbol will flash as well. 

8. Touch Al.....,., to select the desired cooking
time and confirm the setting with 0. Once
the cooking time is set, l➔I will be displayed
continuously.
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9. If the cooking time, power level and
temperature values are suitable, touch Mi to
start cookin . Gookin starts.
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If the oven door is opened during cooking, 
II appears on the display and microwave 

1a..;;;;;;..■cooking is cancelled. You must touch I> ii
again to resume cooking after closing the 
oven door. 

» The oven will be heated up to the preset
temperature and will maintain this temperature
until the end of the cooking time you selected. At
the same time the oven will continue to run at
the set microwave power level. The oven lamp is
lit during the cooking process.
10. After the cooking is completed, "End" and

II symbol appear on the display and alarm
signal is heard. 

11 T h I I . h k o stop t e a arm s1Qna , 1ust touc any ey.

m
□uring cooking, microwave level and·• I cooking time can be changed.

m
For microwave functions, oven clock 

•• I displays cooking time in minutes and
•• seconds format.

m
in mi_crowave cooking alone or combi mode

•• I cooking at low temperatures, odour may
•• remain after taking out the food since the

oven will be cold while cooking takes place.
In such a case, operate your oven in fan
assisted cooking mode at 230 °c for 20
minutes.

Switching off the electric oven 
Touch Q) to switch off the oven. 

First rack of the oven is the bottom rack. Use 
lthf't kf k' orny e 1rs rac or microwave coo ing. 

m
oue to safety reasons, maximum time that • I can b_e set for "?oak time" is limited with

• 12 minutes at highest power level. On other
power levels, this time may reach to 90 
minutes. 

m
'J\'.hile making any_ setting, related symbols 

• l · will flash on the display.

m
Programme will be cancelled if a power 

• l failure oc�urs. You need to program the
• oven again.

mc
urrent time cannot be set if the oven is

• l operating at any function.

mE
ven if the oven is switched off, oven lamp 

• l lights up when the oven door is opened.



Operating modes for microwave 
The order of operating modes shown here may 
vary according to the arrangement on your 
product. 

Cooking with several racks in microwave 
nd combi modes is not possible. They are 

,-.. .... 1Suitable for cooking with one rack only. 

Oven is not heated in microwave mode 
lone. Only the food is heated. 

Microwave 
Only the microwave operates. It may be used to warm 
meals and drinks, as well as cooking. Meals are 
cooked without roasting. 

Microwave+Fan Heating 
Oven's rear heater also operates together with the 
microwave. Hot air heated by the rear heater is evenly 
distributed throughout the oven rapidly by means of 
the fan. You can cook your meals in a short time and 
roast at the same time. 
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Microwave+Full Grill 
Microwave and the grill on the ceiling of the oven 
operate. It is suitable for grilling large amount of 
meat. 

• 

• 

• 
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Put big or medium-sized portions in correct rack 
position under the grill heater for grilling. 
Set the temperature to maximum level. 
Turn the food after half of the grilling time . 

Microwave+Full Grill+Fan 
Microwave and hot air heated by the full grill is 
distributed very fast in the oven by means of the fan. 
It is suitable for grilling large amount of meat. 

Microwave+Full Grill+Fan 

• Put big or medium-sized portions in correct rack
position under the grill heater for grilling.

• Set the temperature to maximum level.
• Turn the food after half of the grilling time.

Microwave+Defrost 
Microwave and only the fan (on the rear wall) 
operate. 
It is suitable for thawing frozen grained food at room 
temperature slowly and cooling down the cooked 
food. 
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Function table 
Function table indicates the functions that can be used 
in microwave and combi modes and their respective 
maximum and minimum temperatures. 

• Power values in Watt for microwave are
I 100,200,300,600 and 900.



Cooking times table 

he timings in this chart are meant as a 
uide. Timings may vary due to temperature 

1111111o--..f food, thickness, type and your own 
preference of cooking. 

Defrost 

1 st rack of the oven is the bottom rack. Use 
only 1st rack in microwave cooking. 




















